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Title: Episode 3 | Rule of Law Rules with Prof. Eduardo Magrani – our data
expert for Latin America
“Rule of Law Rules” is our new podcast on rule of law in the age of digitalization from the KonradAdenauer-Foundation. The host of the podcast is Dr Angela Daly, a socio-legal scholar of digital
technology. In each episode she interviews one international expert about the opportunities and
challenges for human rights in the digital age. We will gain insights into recent developments from
different parts of the world.
This time we take a closer look on Latin America.
Prof Eduardo Magrani is our expert on Data
Protection. He is a Brazilian lawyer, with a Master
and a Ph.D. degree in Law and Senior Lecturer of
Law & Technology and Intellectual Property in
Universities in Brazil and abroad. Magrani is
affiliated at the Berkman Klein Center for Internet
& Society at Harvard University and President of
the National Institute for Data Protection in Brazil.
Eduardo Magrani is Post Doc at the Munich Center
for Technology in Society of the Technical
University of Munich (TUM). He teaches and is also
author of the book “Digital Rights: Latin America & the Caribbean”.
We speak with him about the General Data Protection Regulation and its influence in Brazilian
and Latin American legal framework.
For more on the episode, please follow these links: https://player.podigee-cdn.net/podcastplayer/javascripts/podigee-podcast-player.js
https://rule-of-law-rules.podigee.io/3-eduardomagrani/embed?context=external&token=edcy3G0qFSBsQt1jLmQ6pA
You can also find more information about our guest Prof Eduardo Magrani here:
https://www.mcts.tum.de/en/people/eduardo-magrani/
His homepage: http://eduardomagrani.com/en/home/
Twitter: @OEduardoMagrani
Prof Eduardo Magrani also analysed the legal framework for data protection in Europe and in
Brazil: https://www.kas.de/en/single-title/-/content/das-hacken-der-waehlerschaft
You can access his book “Digital Rights: Latin America & the Caribbean” here:
http://bibliotecadigital.fgv.br/dspace/handle/10438/18287

Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung has been active in international cooperation since the last 50 years.
The main goals of our international commitment are fostering democracy and economic
development as well as the respect for human rights: https://www.kas.de/en/home
Promoting the rule of law is one of the top priorities in the work of the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung.
Thus, since 1990 the Stiftung has been supplementing its global projects with the transnational,
worldwide Rule of Law Programme. Its bases are Bogotá, Singapore, Nairobi, Dakar, Bucharest
and Beirut. We believe that sustainable development and security are not conceivable without
stable democracies – and that stable democracies are not possible without the Rule of Law:
https://www.kas.de/en/rechtsstaat-recht-und-politik
Questions of feedback? Please write to franziska.rinke@kas.de

